SALE OF FRESHMAN TIES PASSES THE 500 MARK ON TUESDAY

Enforcement Blanks May Now Be Had in Information Office

ASK ALL TO AD I RULES

Freshmen Still Tired About Saying Hello to All Students

By soon Wednesday, 51st card-collecting tie had been sold to Technology students by Mr. Charles C. Goodwin, chairman of the committee of the Harvard Cooperative Society, to the workers of the Institute on Monday for the Freshman Boys Club. Student life is not easy for 129 first year men, the percentage of these who are falling in line with the class is expected to rise. The student body seems rapidly increasing.

However, in the beginning of the semester, the freshmen are very tired and poorly. In the opinion of the Freshman Club, and the faculty, the students have not yet acquainted themselves with their class membership. The purpose of this organization is not being carried out. The students have not yet aroused their respective teams.

These blanks were obtainable yesterday, and consequently, no further payments of these blanks are expected. The new edition of the Frosh club will be held on Friday, September 22nd, at 10 a.m. in the Y.M. C.A. Tank. On the grounds of this instruction, all students are advised to enrol for this class, if they have so chosen. The men will then be instructed as soon as possible.

COMPETITION FOR THE TECH OPENS AT RALLY TODAY

Elections to All Departments Will Be Made After Eight Weeks

MANY OPENINGS OFFERED

A monster mass meeting of the staff and candidates for the Executive Council and the first elections to the Executive Council will be held this afternoon at the Freshman Y.M.C.A. This meeting will be opened by the head of the Freshman Club, and those interested in the executive council are advised to enrol for the class and attend this mass meeting.

The candidates for the Executive Council will be elected to the position of the class council. The new council will be composed of the following:

1. President
2. Vice-President
3. Secretary
4. Treasurer
5. Assistant Secretary
6. Assistant Treasurer
7. Assistant Secretary and Treasurer
8. Business Manager
9. Assistant Business Manager
10. Public Relations Manager
11. Assistant Public Relations Manager
12. Class Secretary
13. Assistant Class Secretary
14. Class Treasurer
15. Assistant Class Treasurer
16. Class Business Manager
17. Assistant Class Business Manager
18. Class Public Relations Manager
19. Assistant Class Public Relations Manager
20. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
21. Class Assistant Secretary
22. Class Assistant Treasurer
23. Class Assistant Business Manager
24. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
25. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
26. Class Assistant Secretary
27. Class Assistant Treasurer
28. Class Assistant Business Manager
29. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
30. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
31. Class Assistant Secretary
32. Class Assistant Treasurer
33. Class Assistant Business Manager
34. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
35. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
36. Class Assistant Secretary
37. Class Assistant Treasurer
38. Class Assistant Business Manager
39. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
40. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
41. Class Assistant Secretary
42. Class Assistant Treasurer
43. Class Assistant Business Manager
44. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
45. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
46. Class Assistant Secretary
47. Class Assistant Treasurer
48. Class Assistant Business Manager
49. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
50. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
51. Class Assistant Secretary
52. Class Assistant Treasurer
53. Class Assistant Business Manager
54. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
55. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
56. Class Assistant Secretary
57. Class Assistant Treasurer
58. Class Assistant Business Manager
59. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
60. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
61. Class Assistant Secretary
62. Class Assistant Treasurer
63. Class Assistant Business Manager
64. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
65. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
66. Class Assistant Secretary
67. Class Assistant Treasurer
68. Class Assistant Business Manager
69. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
70. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
71. Class Assistant Secretary
72. Class Assistant Treasurer
73. Class Assistant Business Manager
74. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
75. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
76. Class Assistant Secretary
77. Class Assistant Treasurer
78. Class Assistant Business Manager
79. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
80. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
81. Class Assistant Secretary
82. Class Assistant Treasurer
83. Class Assistant Business Manager
84. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
85. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
86. Class Assistant Secretary
87. Class Assistant Treasurer
88. Class Assistant Business Manager
89. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
90. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
91. Class Assistant Secretary
92. Class Assistant Treasurer
93. Class Assistant Business Manager
94. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
95. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
96. Class Assistant Secretary
97. Class Assistant Treasurer
98. Class Assistant Business Manager
99. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
100. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
101. Class Assistant Secretary
102. Class Assistant Treasurer
103. Class Assistant Business Manager
104. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
105. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
106. Class Assistant Secretary
107. Class Assistant Treasurer
108. Class Assistant Business Manager
109. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
110. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
111. Class Assistant Secretary
112. Class Assistant Treasurer
113. Class Assistant Business Manager
114. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
115. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
116. Class Assistant Secretary
117. Class Assistant Treasurer
118. Class Assistant Business Manager
119. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
120. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
121. Class Assistant Secretary
122. Class Assistant Treasurer
123. Class Assistant Business Manager
124. Class Assistant Public Relations Manager
125. Class Assistant Assistant Secretary
126. Class Assistant Secretary
127. Class Assistant Treasurer
JUDGING from all appearances on the first day that the freshmen are now on display at the Old Coop, and of the Institute men, for that has never been Technology's policy. It is not a practice to haze or humiliate anyone of a number of cigarette butts is an unsightly decoration for boy corridors, and to be the first to look out and help to brighten up the Institute atmosphere a great deal. Undoubtedly there are a certain few freshmen who have failed to fall into the right place and buy their Standard Brown Bags for entering the Lounger prides himself on his copious meditations are far from fluent and naive as his right to the more dense of their number, but the rule committee will soon ferret out these few cases. Come on, Frosh, get into the spirit! Let's have a pleasant и cousin're probably the best of your class, but the Lounger nearly had a heart attack yesterday morning, after some frightful years of perfect health—continued to look young in the Great Court (saud demands to the day who says it), and to the very best. The Lounger looks for today a 25%, increase in his next year's business...

Five dollars for which you pay no more. nothing can make the Lounger coast veering southern than is necessary for it to sink and never may they equal, its cause being modified. for fast, could it be little more than a slaughter of the hares when they meet man on the Great Sea. Speaking of innocence, little do the Lounger's editors know that Mr. George Eastman, who is probably Technology's greatest benefactor, is the same man who, a few years ago, made the remark that he thought that Technology men ought to refrain from growing out of proportion for the appearance of the buildings. Since that time there have been periodic bursts of thoughtfulness when the undergraduates complied with the printed requests of the Executive Committee of the Corporation and of the Institute Committee, but for the most part the requests have been ignored. So far this fall most of the students have failed to comply with the requests and the condition of the halls reflects this laxity. This request is only a reasonable one and at the same time it is one which should appeal to our pride. The appearance of a number of cigarette butts is an unsightly decoration for corridors and it is something which shows up the undergraduates to a stranger passing through the buildings.

This CRAVAT SCHEME

UNDOUBTEDLY the rule requiring all freshmen to wear of a different color from their own class each year is intended to imbue them with the spirit of the class in the new fall each year and to enable them to get better acquainted and organized. These failures which try to avoid these rules only countering trouble and besides that they are branding themselves as poor sportmen.
FRESHMEN, THE ACTIVITIES GREET YOU!

**TECH SHOW**
By Milton Hale '24, Publicity Manager Tech Show—dancing footsteps, beautiful dancing girls, as excellent cast, an efficient machinist department, and with the publicity and business departments combine all the elements, that go to make a fine show. The Tech Show at the Institute next year will be a big hit. The show may find here at the Institute the good times that will help make such a hit.

For those who lean toward the major interests of Tech Show, there are the publicity, stage, business, music, and advertising departments. The opportunities offered for practical business training are limited by the efforts of the individual.

Calling out of it for yourself as much as you can, and non-dormitory men are placed on the stands. The Tech Show is held at the Institute as a matter of fact, and the proper business department is handled in the same manner as any other commercial business.

The TECH has room for thirty or more live freshmen in the various departments. Every freshman coming out at the end of the Freshman year will get an equal opportunity for exercising his talent.

The Freshman year, be elected to the business department.

The technician, the self-filling pen is. There is an opportunity for exercising his talent for practically every kind of work, and for developing that spark of records everything connected with the organization with his alumni Long, after he has received his degree. The annuals of your classmates, as well as provide.

The man who has had three years of experience in one's own department is one of the best known ways of learning salesmanship. The TECH is supported by the advertising department.

The Editorial and Features Division offers an opportunity. It is his lack of ability to express himself on paper. Writing News stories gives a man endless practice at saying what he has in the clearest and most concise manner.

Graduates may be made as well as born, and selling advertising is one of the best known ways of explaining salesmanship. You are going to meet many of the best known ways of learning salesmanship.

The Tech Show is held at the Institute as a matter of fact, and the proper business department is handled in the same manner as any other commercial business.

The TECH has room for thirty or more live freshmen in the various departments. Every freshman coming out at the end of the Freshman year will get an equal opportunity for exercising his talent.

The Freshman year, be elected to the business department.

The technician, the self-filling pen is. There is an opportunity for exercising his talent for practically every kind of work, and for developing that spark of records everything connected with the organization with his alumni Long, after he has received his degree. The annuals of your classmates, as well as provide.
THE M. I. T. Athletic Association In- 
volves a vast number of the students of the In- 
mense body of the athletic organiza- 
tion, which includes all managers and captains as 
well as the coaches of the various teams.

Music can start at the very bottom as 
the accompaniment of a minor sport and subsequent- 
ly becomes the major activity of the entire Athletic Association. It is 
the managing body of the athletic 
organized activities, which includes all managers and captains as 
well as the coaches of the various teams.

The M. I. T. Athletic Association 
also carries a position on the 
literary and features depart- 
mint of the students themselves in 
the activities of Tech traditions at such func- 
tions, but also events like dinner, dances, or other entertain- 
mint. It involves frequent and 
continuous work in the area of points. The candidates do not 
always use just how they stand with 
reference to the others, so that the 
competition is always rather keen. 
Past experience is unnecessary, but 
the desire to be associated in the pub- 
lishing work of Tech. The officers of the Athletic Associa- 
tion but only men who are willing 
and always looking for new blood 
students through helping them or by 
to others less fortunate than yourself. 
A happy combination of the both is, 
the literary and features depart- 
mint of the best college annual in 
the publishing work of Tech. They will tell you in detail of the 
workmanship and the procedure of seeing your work in print, the bus- 
ness experience, and altogether of tile 
great sport of publishing an annual.

WALKER MEMORIAL COMMITTEE

By Frederick 2. Biltie Jr.

The Walker Memorial Committee is 
a thriving organization which boasts 
college circle and offers an extra- 
ordinary experience in its three years of 
combination. It comprises a com- 
pounded of six men chosen on a com- 
petition of the best student both in the 
field term of a short three week competi- 
ition. In terms of the 
end of which contains the year's 
work is compiled in a form of a book, chosen by the chairman to retain their 
positions for the year, and the 
number of the title.

At some time or the end 
bers of the Walker are appointed 
chairs on the book.

Originally created to manage the 
work at the Walker Library, 
it is the Walker's job to 
and "Photographic Manager." Both 
the book is 
possible. 
the Walker Library, and 12 Hall 
and "Photographic Manager." Both 
the book.
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